QAPP SUBMISSION FORM [Guidance for Completion]

QAPP Title: [Full title of the project]

QAPP Short Title (no more than 40 characters): [Shorthand name for the project. For example, this could be what you call the project when you are talking to a colleague familiar with it. This should not include numerous acronyms.]

For Amendments only, Original QAPP ID: [The unique ID of the original QAPP, to which the amendment is being made]

NEIWPCC Project Manager: [NEIWPCC point of contact for QAPP review and approval process]

NEIWPCC Project Code: [The contract number if the project is being completed by a contractor]

Grant/Contract Number: [The prime funding agreement number]

Job Cost Code (Project): [The JCC used to pay for work on the project]

Job Cost Code (For Reviewer’s Use): [If different from the JCC above, the JCC to which the QAPP reviewer should charge their time]

Description (A few sentences about project objectives and the type of data to be collected and analyzed.):

Anticipated Start Date of Field Work: [When data collection work is anticipated to begin]

Project End Date: [Can be the end date of the associated agreement]

Categories [Select all that apply to the project]

- Agriculture
- Algal Blooms
- Aquatic Invasive Species
- Aquatic Vegetation
- BMPs
- Climate Change
- Economic Valuation
- Ecosystem Indicators
- Fish
- GIS Mapping
- Green Infrastructure
- Hudson River
- Inspections
- Lake Champlain Basin
- LiDAR
- Long Island Sound
- Modeling
- Monitoring
- Narragansett Bay
- Nutrient Loading
- NY NJ Harbor Estuary
- Oceanic
- Sampling
- Secondary Data
- Sediment Loading
- Stormwater
- Toxics
- USGS
- Volunteer Data Collection
- Wastewater
- Watershed
- Wetlands

Effective: 10/1/2019